USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10104.20

Host Bob says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

CEO_Galagar says:
#:: Raises his weapon hearing rustling in some nearby trees::

Host Bob says:
SEVERAL HOURS LATER, THE CAPTAIN OF THE GENEVA IS DISCOVERED BY OTHER MEMBERS OF THE AWAY TEAM. HE IS UNCONSCIOUS.

EO_Chapu says:
:: still in camp, taking care of the newly found female ::

Prime_Tregen says:
@::looking up at the field::

TO_Aria says:
@::Stares at the "eye".::

MO_Landt says:
::still at base camp checking up on the EO and Leathra::

XO_Tran says:
@::stands with Aria and Prime... surveying her surroundings::

CSO_Shras says:
:: waking up or so in his camp bed for a new day in the camp ::

CEO_Galagar says:
#::Looks into the tree and notices leathery birds hang... upside down:: Self: Lunch?

EO_Chapu says:
MO:  How's she doing, Dr. Landt?

Prime_Tregen says:
@:: points up the mountain:: XO: there is what you seek..

XO_Tran says:
@::spots a figure, unconscious on the ground:: TO: Aria... is that?

MO_Landt says:
EO:  She was suffering from dehydration and exhaustion, but I believe she will be up and about very soon.

TO_Aria says:
@::Looks down at the figure.::

EO_Chapu says:
Self:  good

Leathra says:
::begins to stir a little bit::

Prime_Tregen says:
@:: sniffs the air:: XO: where is the pink skinned male?

TO_Aria says:
@XO: Is that what?

XO_Tran says:
@::takes a quick glance at both of them before taking off towards the Captain::  TO: It’s the Captain!  Grab a med-kit; let's move!

MO_Landt says:
Leathra:  How do you feel?

EO_Chapu says:
:: eagerly looks at the woman ::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::goes over to Lt. Shras::

Prime_Tregen says:
@:: moves to the edge of the field where it touches the ground:: CO: By the 3rd shadow of Triskle!  ::rushes down and drags the CO back to the path.. His shoe starting to melt in the lava::

TO_Aria says:
@:: Gets her Med-kit  out and hands it to the XO.:: XO: Here.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Sir, I would like to take a team and go over the Geneva deck by deck to see if we missed anything on the first exploration of the ship when we found it the first time, sir.

XO_Tran says:
@::takes the Med-kit from Aria and whips it open::

Prime_Tregen says:
@ XO: I will take him to the holt.. and treat his wounds.. go.. You have the source you seek

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: Agreed, but you will also take an engineering team with you......

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: I want them to prepare the ship to receive the crew......

XO_Tran says:
@::looks up at Prime:: Prime: I... I don't know if we should split up.

MO_Landt says:
Leathra:  How do you feel?

EO_Chapu says:
:: hopes that the this woman is feeling alright ::

Prime_Tregen says:
@XO: go.. time is short..

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: Even with only minimal power we camp set a camp in the hangar bays

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Agreed I have some engineers in Alpha team when I reinforced the security team plus a couple of medic.

XO_Tran says:
@::loads a hypospray thinking that this may be the only chance they get, and Prime has proved trustworthy::  Prime: ... here, you just put this by his neck and inject once...

TO_Aria says:
@::Uses her Tricorder to scan the field.::

Prime_Tregen says:
@ ::takes the CO and looks at him sadly.. Moving back toward the caves and the holt:: XO: very well.. I believe your male with the funny foils (The CMO) remained in the holt.. he can tend your fallen

XO_Tran says:
@TO: Aria, we're going to have to go.  The field could close at any moment.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Camp should be fine. I have the teams set up so that they rotate and they are helping with the shield generator too.

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: depart as soon as ready, heavy on weapons

CEO_Galagar says:
#:: Realizes he's been in a daze... looks for the OPS/SO/CIV::

Prime_Tregen says:
@::rushes up the hill and soon out of site with the CO in hand::

TO_Aria says:
@XO: Understood.

XO_Tran says:
@Prime: Right, he can tend to our Captain... please make sure he gets our Doctor...

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: Those creatures outside have not given up on a snack yet I fear

EO_Chapu says:
MO:  I think she needs more time to rest.  I'll be right back.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Turns around and goes to gather up Alpha team::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Agreed sir.

XO_Tran says:
@TO: Ready? ::looks at the opening in the field with uncertainty::

SO_Nekoto says:
#::Sees the CEO stumbling around in a drunken haze::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Walks onwards... trying to find either of them...::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Checks to make sure everyone is armed with a phaser and a rifle::

EO_Chapu says:
:: moves away from the patient and towards one of the shield posts;  he takes a look at it to see if it is functioning correctly ::

XO_Tran says:
@::arms her rifle and gets ready to walk into the opening::

OPS_Corillo says:
#::walks up to the CEO:: CEO: Are you all right sir?

MO_Landt says:
EO:  I'll update you on her condition when she wakes up, if you'd like...

TO_Aria says:
@XO: I suppose we should go while we still have a chance CMDR, but I believe we should appear as non-hostile as possible.

CEO_Galagar says:
#OPS: Errmn...yes I'm fine...I just.... lets move on shall we.

Observer_852-N says:
@:: looks like a silver and black Praying Mathis.. Has long, shiny wings.. Hovers in from behind the XO and TO and just looks.. It’s clearly made of metal::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Then leads his team back to the Geneva::

XO_Tran says:
@TO: Agreed, but as a precaution, keep your weapon at your side...

OPS_Corillo says:
#CEO: Aye sir. ::shakes his head::

SO_Nekoto says:
#::waves the alcohol fumes away with her hand and sighs::

CEO_Galagar says:
#::Takes out his tricorder.... and keep moving towards the radiation readings::

EO_Chapu says:
:: grabs an instrument from an ENG pack and fixes what need to be done ::

Observer_852-N says:
@:: lands 3 meters behind the TO::

TO_Aria says:
@XO: Aye. ::Keeps her tricorder open to scan as they go and keeps one hand on her phaser.::

XO_Tran says:
@::takes a breath, and enters the field through the opening::

MO_Landt says:
::returns to cataloging medical supplies::

TO_Aria says:
@::Enters in through the open field.::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
$::Keeps an eye out for native life as he and his team approach the edifice where the ship is being held::

Observer_852-N says:
@::watches the TO and XO::

Leathra says:
::starts to sit up a little::

EO_Chapu says:
:: continues on to the other posts and fixing them ::

Observer_852-N says:
@:: walks up to the XO and sniffs at her.. Prodding softly with long antenna::

TO_Aria says:
@::Walks slowly onward down the corridor.::

XO_Tran says:
@::feels a faint poke at her back and turns her head::

MO_Landt says:
::leaves the medical tent and heads out into the darkness of the camp::

Observer_852-N says:
@:: the field drops and the XO and TO are trapped inside with the metal bug.. Which tilts it head and buzzes::

CEO_Galagar says:
# :: takes out one of the pieces of fruit he was eating earlier...... hopes its not poisonous::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
$:: Approaches the entrance to the edifice::

CSO_Shras says:
:: begins is tour of the camp ::

XO_Tran says:
@::as she turns, she sees the opening collapse, and the 'bug' and full view::

Observer_852-N says:
@ XO/TO: Niaaap Raaszz ssskkkkzzzTa!

TO_Aria says:
@::Hears the entrance field drop.:: XO: I suppose we should keep going, its our best and only choice.::

MO_Landt says:
::spies the CSO and walks over to his position::

XO_Tran says:
@TO: What do you think that is? ::backs off a bit::

TO_Aria says:
@::Sees the thing and turns around to scan it.::

Observer_852-N says:
@:: eyes the XO.. Noting her funny shaped body::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
$::Approaches the Geneva and keeping an eye out for trouble while approaching the ship::

Observer_852-N says:
@::grabs the tricorder in mouth and looks at it::

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  Sir, is there anything that needs to be done around camp other than catalog medical supplies?

EO_Chapu says:
:: finishes several posts before looking over at the new girl;  sees that she is sitting up, so he sends one of the other ENGs off to finish the posts, then he goes over to her ::

TO_Aria says:
@XO: Looks to be like a robot animal.

TO_Aria says:
@XO: Seems like a playful thing.

Aurora says:
@::Stands near a cleft looking out at the creatures and their activities.

XO_Tran says:
@TO: I wonder if it can communicate with us.

Observer_852-N says:
@::sucks all the data and power out of the tricorder and drops it on the ground:: XO/TO: Ohhhhhh!!!

CSO_Shras says:
MO: Perhaps you can tell me about the condition of our guest?

XO_Tran says:
@Observer: We're explorers here... can you help us?

TO_Aria says:
@852: What is it?

EO_Chapu says:
:: sits by her, seeing that she can sit up;  her eyes are closed, yet she seems to be fine for now ::

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  She is doing well, she was suffering from dehydration and exhaustion, but the rest is doing her good.

Aurora says:
@::Backs away from the cleft realizing her hours of observations aren't changing anything....and walks the direction of some other voices::

XO_Tran says:
@::sees it drop the tricorder, drained and powerless::

TO_Aria says:
@::Picks up the tricorder.::  XO: It is completely drained of energy.

Observer_852-N says:
@ XO/TO: Huuuu aaaannns.. nap nap skeereck.. 

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  She said she was from a starship and that she knows the CMO.\

CSO_Shras says:
MO: A Federation starship?

XO_Tran says:
@TO: Whatever it’s saying, the universal translator isn't picking up on it.

TO_Aria says:
@::Places it back in her sack.::

Observer_852-N says:
@:: in a British accent.. why not? ::  XO: Help? I am observation unit 852 dash B.. What is Help?

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  She went unconscious before I could confirm it, but it was most likely a Federation ship because she said she was a passenger and the rest of the crew was transported to a different location.

Aurora says:
@::Turns a corner and almost steps on the XO's foot::  XO: Excuse me.  I'm sorry.

TO_Aria says:
@XO: We must go by using our senses now.

XO_Tran says:
@::raises an eyebrow and fights to keep her jaw from dropping::  Observer: Well.. nice to meet you Observation Unit 852... help is assistance... can you assist us.  We need to find the source of a 'dampening field'.

Observer_852-N says:
@:: looks at Aurora::

CSO_Shras says:
MO: Then we might have friends on this planet after all....

CTO_Asmodeius says:
$::Enters the Geneva and heads for deck 15 with half the team and the other half to head for Main Engineering to see if there is anyway to get the ship up and running::

CEO_Galagar says:
#::Feels beads of sweat come down his head... feels a little dizzy... if he wasn't so hungry... takes another bite of fruit::

Observer_852-N says:
@ Aurora: violation, violation.. come, come.. :: claps claws together:: we must not speak with the.. ::looks at the XO:: ladies.. hmm yes

Aurora says:
@::Looks at the XO a little oddly as he didn’t' respond to her....and instead steps aside::

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  It might be a good idea to send out a team to look for other encampments in the surrounding areas...

EO_Chapu says:
:: continues to watch this woman, seeing no change in her ::

Aurora says:
@Observer: Violation of what?

XO_Tran says:
@Aurora: Hi... excuse me... Are you native to this planet?

CEO_Galagar says:
#::Half trips.... stands up straight again.... takes another bite...and walks on::

XO_Tran says:
@::looks at the TO, surprised at the sudden onslaught of sentient life inside the field::

Aurora says:
@XO: No..... another like yourself I'd assume...... Explorers.

CSO_Shras says:
MO: The CEO is already with a team, CTO is going to the ship, and perhaps you can assemble a team....

Observer_852-N says:
@ Aurora: you know.. now come.. mustn’t keep the big cheese waiting.. ::pauses:: ha, ha! I made a chortle! Ha, ha, ha!

TO_Aria says:
@852: Are you from here?

Observer_852-N says:
@:: turns to the TO::  TO: oh you are the persistent biped.. 

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  That might help some of the other crewmembers that are feeling bored just sitting around camp...

Aurora says:
@::Wonders who the "big cheese" is and why she needs to see him..... Instead looks around observing the others there with her::

TO_Aria says:
@852: Yes I am, I want to learn about this place, can you take me to your master who can teach me?

Observer_852-N says:
@:: opens wings and heads up to the now very visible main entrance to the "eye"::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
$::After checking deck fifteen and clearing it he and his team head for deck 14::

CSO_Shras says:
MO: Make a team and then report to me before leaving; gear up with medical supplies and weapons

XO_Tran says:
@Aurora: Yes, we were stranded here by an unknown force.  Maybe you could help us?  Or our mechanical friend over there.  ::motions to the observer::

EO_Chapu says:
:: takes a closer look at this injured woman closer ::

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  Thank you, sir!

EO_Chapu says:
Leathra:  Ma'am, how are you feeling?

Observer_852-N says:
@TO/XO: Dilly-dally.. come, come.. time is money.. money in dimes.. oh.. that rhythms!! Ho, ho, ho!

Aurora says:
@XO: I'll help as I can if in turn you would aid us in our attempts to leave.

Leathra says:
EO:  I am fine can't you tell I am sitting up?

MO_Landt says:
::hurries back to the medical tent to do a final check on Leathra...

TO_Aria says:
@XO: Cmdr, we must continue on here, 852 will lead, perhaps we will find the answers for everyone here including Aurora, I believe we will find many others while here.

XO_Tran says:
@Aurora: Of course.  ::wipes her brow::  We've been looking for a way to get off this planet and back home.

TO_Aria says:
@Aurora: You are welcome to join us.

EO_Chapu says:
Leathra :  Yes, ma'am.  I've noticed for a while now.  I just thought that your eyes were closed for some reason.

XO_Tran says:
@Aurora: We suspect that that 'eye' up there may have an answer.

Aurora says:
@XO/TO: I'd be happy to help as much as I can.....

Observer_852-N says:
@::the main gate.. some 16 meters on up the road opens and stands open as the metal bug flies in.. still amusing it's self::

Leathra says:
EO:  How can you miss my pinkish red eyes?

XO_Tran says:
@Observer: Lead the way 852.  ::looks into its optical lens::

Aurora says:
@::Looks up at the bug........ Looks at the other and then speculatively back at the bug::

TO_Aria says:
@Aurora: Perhaps you could tell us what you know about this place as we go.

TO_Aria says:
@::Walks toward the door following 852.::

Leathra says:
::she moves her fingers through her long purple hair with pink/magenta highlights::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
$::Has the engineering personnel that is with him check the secondary power couplings while they are there to see if they might be damaged before heading to deck 13::

EO_Chapu says:
Leathra:  I'm not use to these conditions.   It's been a looong time since I have been in these conditions.

Aurora says:
@TO: I don't know much about this place.... We’ve.... My people and I, I mean, have only been here a short while.

XO_Tran says:
@TO: Under other circumstances, I wouldn't be too confident about following a bug around... but I suppose we don't have any other choice do we?

Leathra says:
EO:   I see, how long have you been here?

Host Bob says:
THE SMALL MULTI-FOOTED CREATURES RUN THROUGH THE CAMP AGAIN. IT BECOMES OBVIOUS THAT THEY ARE RELATIVELY UNINTELLIGENT, AND ARE SEEKING SOURCES OF ENERGY, FOR FOOD...

MO_Landt says:
::sees the EO and Leathra::

EO_Chapu says:
Leathra:  We've been here for a couple of days, ma'am.  How about you?

Host Bob says:
THEY ARE ALMOST LIKE DOMESTICATED ANIMALS... BUT ARE A CROSS BETWEEN ORGANIC AND ARTIFICIAL

MO_Landt says:
EO:  Would you like to join an away team to scout for other encampments?

CSO_Shras says:
:: remarks the tiny creatures running between his legs and all around the camp, inside the shield perimeter....::

Leathra says:
EO:  According to your calendar, two weeks.

TO_Aria says:
@Aurora: I understand however what you do know can help us greatly.

EO_Chapu says:
MO:  OK, Doctor.

EO_Chapu says:
Leathra :  Ma'am, I have to be shoving off.  You take care of yourself.

Aurora says:
@TO: I know this incessant humming from the walls is quite infuriating.  I wish someone would turn it off.

Leathra says:
EO:  All right ::smiles::

EO_Chapu says:
:: gets up, fixes his tunic, and turns to the MO ::

CSO_Shras says:
Self: I'd better take a look at these creatures, in case they are a treat to the camp....

Observer_852-N says:
@:: its foot steps clank down the hall as it hums::

XO_Tran says:
@Observer: Where exactly are we headed?

Observer_852-N says:
@::looks back at the XO::  XO: My dear lady.. it's a secret.. ha, ha, ha, ha!

TO_Aria says:
@Aurora: Do you know anything about the source of energy here?

MO_Landt says:
Leathra:  I'm leaving a nurse with you so if you need anything, don't be afraid to ask.

MO_Landt says:
EO:  We should be heading out.

Aurora says:
@TO: Unfortunately not anything at all......,.

EO_Chapu says:
MO:  Ready when you are.

XO_Tran says:
@Observer: You know 852; I don't like secrets...

Leathra says:
MO:   Sure, I'm gonna walk around to stretch my leg muscles.

Aurora says:
@::Runs her fingers along the wall as she walks along.....her fingertips feel the vibrating::

Observer_852-N says:
@XO: I don't either.. do you have any?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
$::After getting the all clear from the engineer Lt. Asmodeius leads his team to deck 13::

TO_Aria says:
@852: We do not see the humor.

XO_Tran says:
@::grins:: Observer: None that would affect our current situation.

MO_Landt says:
::heads out of the tent with the EO::

Observer_852-N says:
@TO: of course you won't!! You’re an inferior biological!

MO_Landt says:
EO:  First we must check in with the CSO...

EO_Chapu says:
:: grabs a couple of his men as they move out of the tent for the Team ::

Observer_852-N says:
@Aurora: ahh sings just like mummy.. 

Aurora says:
@Observer: That is flawed logic to think that because we are biological we are inferior

TO_Aria says:
@::Looks at the XO.:: XO: 852 acts very much like a young child.

EO_Chapu says:
MO:  Let's do what we need to.

Aurora says:
@Observer: Mummy?  Who would that be?

XO_Tran says:
@TO: I tend to agree.

Leathra says:
::she walks outside to get some air::

MO_Landt says:
::approaches the CSO::  CSO:  I have my team ready, and am reporting to you.

EO_Chapu says:
:: follows the MO ::

TO_Aria says:
@XO: My own daughter is better behaved and more respectful and she is half Klingon.

Aurora says:
@<w>TO/XO: Unfortunately this "child" is the one thing that might help us all get out, so we should probably humor him.

Observer_852-N says:
@Aurora: shhhh ::looks both way:: It's a secret!

XO_Tran says:
@TO: I understand.  But all children are different... and we have no other choice but to follow this 'child'.

CSO_Shras says:
MO: Who have you chosen for your team?

Aurora says:
@Observer: Well I'm sure it wouldn't interest me anyway.  Things like that rarely do

CSO_Shras says:
:: tries to catch one of the bugs...::

EO_Chapu says:
CSO:  I'm going with Lt. Landt, sir.

Observer_852-N says:
@ TO: do Klingons taste good?  ::perks up as the buzzing increases:: oh.. oh .. yes, yes

TO_Aria says:
@852: Ok 852, your in charge you lead the way.

TO_Aria says:
@852: Klingons are not food.

Leathra says:
::sees a group of people walking to the trees::

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  I've chosen the EO for my team

Observer_852-N says:
@ TO: depends on your point of view madam.. come, come.. hurry

XO_Tran says:
@Observer: When are we going to meet your big cheese?

Observer_852-N says:
@ XO: soon.. if you’re nice.. ::humms and flies quiet down the hall::

EO_Chapu says:
:: waits for the CSO to approve ::

TO_Aria says:
@::Follows the "Child" 852. ::

Observer_852-N says:
@:: the observer.. Disappear around a corner a 10 meters ahead::

CSO_Shras says:
MO: Humm..... take two TAC crewmember and them you can leave

Leathra says:
::she follows one group, but is far enough behind to not be detected::

Aurora says:
@::Tries to catch up to the observer and turns the corner after it::

CSO_Shras says:
MO: You will be too vulnerable if you leave only two...

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  understood. ::hurries and assembles the rest of the team and heads out::

XO_Tran says:
@::sees the bug disappear and picks up the pace::

TO_Aria says:
@::Cautiously goes down the corridor which 852 disappeared through.::

EO_Chapu says:
:: follows the MO around and out of the "front door" of the camp ::

Observer_852-N says:
@:: the XO and TO are lead into a large chamber.. Several vats line the walls.. In a honeycomb formation.. Hundreds of different species of varies ages and gander sleep.. or maybe they are dead.. float in a pail green liquid::

MO_Landt says:
EO:  Keep an eye out for the beasties.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
$:: After checking deck 13 he heads for deck 12::

CSO_Shras says:
:: gets some of the by standings crew to help his to catch one of the tiny bugs ::

Aurora says:
@::Resists the urge to scream ::

Observer_852-N says:
@:: the liquid bubbles, but there is no sound from them.. only the hunting of the energy::

EO_Chapu says:
MO:  Understood, Doctor.

Host Gatekeeper says:
::heads to observe some of the newcomers to see how they interact with some of the remaining creatures that have survived...::

XO_Tran says:
@::stands at the entrance to the big chamber, speechless and appalled::

MO_Landt says:
%::continues the journey away from the camp while scanning the area for sentient beings::

EO_Chapu says:
%:: motions to the rest of the AT to take their flanks ::

TO_Aria says:
@::Calls out.:: Anyone: Hello.

XO_Tran says:
@::takes a step and hears her footfall echo throughout the room::

Observer_852-N says:
@:: the vats start at 20 meters in the air and are stacked as far as you can see up.. the pillars are made of gold and ivory metals.. the floor in incrusted with languages and symbols unknown::

XO_Tran says:
@::holds out her tricorder to see if she can get life signs from them::

Aurora says:
@::Walks near some of the honeycomb type openings and peers in::

Observer_852-N says:
@ALL: lovely.. yes, yes.. 

XO_Tran says:
@Observer: What is this place?

Aurora says:
@::Looks around for the voice:: Observer: Not lovely at all!

Leathra says:
::hears some noise in one bush::

Observer_852-N says:
@XO: the hall of memories..  You have been granted this viewing.. ::looks at Aurora:: and your just lucky he was in a good mood..

MO_Landt says:
%::sees a beastie off in the distance::

TO_Aria says:
@::Goes to a wall and studies the symbols.::

XO_Tran says:
@Observer: He?  Who is 'He'?

MO_Landt says:
%EO:  Stop, I think I see something...

Observer_852-N says:
@XO: I told you.. It’s a secret!

Aurora says:
@Observer: Maybe I am, but this is horrendous and evil.

Leathra says:
::walks up to the bush, but she is cautious::

EO_Chapu says:
%:: stops; does keep a sharp eye on the beasties that are in the distant ::

XO_Tran says:
@TO: Lieutenant, are you getting any life signs?

Host Gatekeeper says:
THE GATEKEEPER MOVES SILENTLY, INVISIBLY PAST MEMBERS OF THE GENEVA CREW AND OTHER SURVIVORS, ONLY A SHIMMER IN THE AIR COULD BE SEEN IF LOOKED AT DIRECTLY...

Observer_852-N says:
@:: flies away leaving the XO and TO alone for a moment::

TO_Aria says:
@XO: My tricorder is gone; we only have yours.

EO_Chapu says:
%MO:  What's up, Doc?

TO_Aria says:
@:: Walks further.::

XO_Tran says:
@Observer: I am tired of secrets.  When are we going to get some answers?

Observer_852-N says:
@::returns with clean uniforms and food.. Water packets.. Lands before the XO::

MO_Landt says:
%EO: put down that darn carrot and stay low, I don't think they've seen us yet

TO_Aria says:
@XO: We must continue if we are going to find any answers.::

XO_Tran says:
@::feels a chill run up her spine::

EO_Chapu says:
%:: puts away everything and has the rest of the AT get down ::

XO_Tran says:
@::looks at her scans::  TO: Apparently, the individuals up there have either died, or have masked their life signs...

Observer_852-N says:
@:: sets the box down and steps back:: XO/TO: prepare

Aurora says:
@Observer: And me?

TO_Aria says:
@852: Prepare for what?

XO_Tran says:
@::kneels down at the box, looking inside::

Observer_852-N says:
@:: eyes glow as the XO, TO and Aurora are incased in a sonic field.. Think sonic shower form the floor.. And then it's gone..::

MO_Landt says:
%EO Team:  Don't make any sudden moves that would frighten it... I want to see what it will do.

EO_Chapu says:
%:: notices the beasties that the MO is talking about ::

CSO_Shras says:
:: finally catches one of the electronic bugs, hold it tight and walks to the medical tent to use the scanners that were set up in it ::

Aurora says:
@::Looks around.:: XO/TO: What was that?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
$:: After checking deck 12 they head up to deck 11 and join the rest of his team in main engineering::

TO_Aria says:
@852: What are you doing?

Observer_852-N says:
@:: the humanoids are clean.. Tilts head and snickers at Aurora::

XO_Tran says:
@::runs her hand through her hair:: TO/Aurora: I think... that was a shower.

Leathra says:
::sees that there is nothing behind that bush, she moves ahead to see if she can find someone::

TO_Aria says:
@XO: What is it and bathing and this planet?

XO_Tran says:
@Observer: You have to tell us what's going on.

Observer_852-N says:
@ALL: you have been cleaned.. now.. eat and get dressed.. chop, chop

EO_Chapu says:
%:: stays deathly still and observes the creatures ::

Observer_852-N says:
@XO: don't look a gift horse in the mouth.. oh.. oh that’s another funny.. oh your language is sooo colorful..

TO_Aria says:
@::Gets a ration pack out.::

MO_Landt says:
%::notices the creatures don't seem to be as hostile as she first observed...::

CSO_Shras says:
:: begins scanning the little bug for unknown or known technology, remote control transmissions, power source and more ::

XO_Tran says:
@::takes the items in the box, scans them with her tricorder on different frequencies:: TO/Aurora: These things are safe...

Observer_852-N says:
@::tosses an apple at the TO:: XO: my.. Jump are we?

Aurora says:
@::Crosses her arms not sure if she wants to eat them safe or not::

MO_Landt says:
%::whispers:: EO: do you notice anything different about the creatures?

TO_Aria says:
@::Looks at the box and then at the XO.::  XO: Shall we or do you wish for a ration pack?

EO_Chapu says:
%:: takes mental notes of their hostilities now & compares it to the ones they've seen when they first got onto the planet ::

TO_Aria says:
@::Catches the apple and hands it to the XO.::

EO_Chapu says:
%:: whispers :: MO :  They aren't as hostile as we first seen them.

XO_Tran says:
@::takes the apple and hesitates before biting into it::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
$::Gets a report on the progress or lack there of::

Observer_852-N says:
@::prances around:: 

TO_Aria says:
@XO: Well?

Aurora says:
@::Wishes the annoying bug would to away::

Observer_852-N says:
@XO/TO: such picky, picky biologicals!!

CEO_Galagar says:
#::Wakes up from a dream of Main Engineering, to find himself face down in the mud::

XO_Tran says:
@::chews thoughtfully:: TO: Its safe Lieutenant... besides, its a welcome change from the Starfleet Rations.

MO_Landt says:
%EO: Good observation.

TO_Aria says:
@852: We are cautious.

TO_Aria says:
@XO: Aye.

Observer_852-N says:
@::is greeted by another observer and handed something.. Places it behind back and walks to Aurora::

Aurora says:
@::Watches the observer cautiously::

TO_Aria says:
@::Gets a banana and an apple and gives the apple to Aurora.:: Aurora: Here.

Aurora says:
TO: Thanks....

Observer_852-N says:
@::stares at the female a moment.. Then smashes a chocolate cream pie in Aurora's face:: Aurora: perhaps this would be better! Ha, ha, ha!

TO_Aria says:
@Aurora: Aurora, look down.

TO_Aria says:
@:: Eats her banana.::

Observer_852-N says:
@Self: I love this humor thing!!

Host Gatekeeper says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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